
Stay on Time and Budget with Geotab
     

The Geotab Advantage:
+  Complete visibility of workforce, assets, and costs

+ High-Performance GPS technology 

+ Advanced Dashboard Reports

+ MyGeotab Fleet Management

+ Marketplace Apps & Add-Ons

+ Open platform for data integration

Cement Trucks
Fleet Management Solution

GEOTAB AFRICA
management by measurement

The average time to discharge cement is 60 minutes and the vehicle has to idle in order for the mixer to work. 

Exception reports can thus be setup to flag vehicles that don’t discharge in the preset time or idle excessively. 

The status of the mixer (on/off) is also recorded as well as time-stamped. To preserve the integrity of the 

cement, trucks that travel more than 200km can also be flagged.   



Increase Productivity & 
Control Costs

+ Asset and equipment utilization
+ Increased labor productivity
+ Improved job costing 
+  Reduce payroll hours and overtime 

spend
+  Predictive maintenance for reduced 

downtime
+  Connect to mobile workforce and 

assets

Geotab Open Platform for Telematics

Improve Driver Safety

+ Risk & safety reports
+  In-vehicle, proactive coaching  

with customized messaging

+ Monitor seat belt use
+ Detect reverse driving

Manage Compliance 

+ Improve worksite compliance 
+ HOS - Working hours
+ DVIR (Vehicle inspections)
+  Electronic logs to reduce 

paperwork
+ Set rules and alerts to your policy 

Expandability

+ IOX Technology 
+ Monitor PTO
+ Mobile apps
+ Open data integration with SDK
+ Tire pressure monitoring
+ Driver ID

Reduce Fuel Costs & 
Increase Uptime

+ Fuel cost analysis
+ Reduce idling
+ Reduce emissions

+ Improve sustainability
+ Lower operating costs

Do more with your data
+ Vehicle Maintenance Management

+ Asset Tracking

+ Driver Camera Systems

+ Advanced Collision Prevention

+ Fuel Management geotab.com/marketplace

GEOTAB AFRICA
management by measurement

info@GeotabAfrica.com
www.GeotabAfrica.com

Facebook.com/GeotabAfrica
@GeotabAfrica
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